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INTRODUCTION
If you already own the LitPlan for this title, this Puzzle Pack will refresh your Unit Resource Materials and
Vocabulary Resource Materials sections plus give you additional materials you can substitute into the tests.If
you do not already have a complete LitPlan, these pages will give you some supplemental materials to use
with your own plan. There are two main groups of materials: one set for unit words (such as characters’
names, symbols, places, etc.) and one set for vocabulary words associated with the book.  

WORD LIST
There is a word list for both the unit words and the vocabulary words. These lists show you which words are
being used in the materials and the clues or definitions being used for those words.  You may want to give
students a word list with clues/definitions to help them, or you may want students to only have a word list
(without clues/definitions) if you want them to work a little harder. Both are available for duplication. The word
lists can also be your “calling key” for the bingo games.

FILL IN THE BLANK AND MATCHING
There are 4 each of the fill in the blank and matching worksheets for both the unit and vocabulary words.
These pages can be used either as extra worksheets for students or as objective parts of a unit test. They can
be done individually if students need extra help or as a whole class activity to review the material covered.

MAGIC SQUARES
The magic squares not only reinforce the material covered but also work on reasoning and math skills. Many
teachers have told us that their students really enjoy doing these!

WORD SEARCH PUZZLES
The word search words go in all directions, as indicated on your answer keys. Two of the word search puzzles
have the clues listed rather than the words. This makes the puzzle a little more difficult, but it reinforces the
material better. Two word search puzzles have words only for students who find the clue puzzles too difficult.

CROSSWORD PUZZLES
Both unit and vocabulary word sections have 4 crossword puzzles.

BINGO CARDS
There are 32 individual bingo cards for the unit words and 32 individual bingo cards for the vocabulary words.
You can use your word list as a “call list,” calling the words at random and marking them off of your list as you
go, or you could use the flash cards by cutting them apart and drawing the words at random from a hat (or box
or whatever). To make a better review, you might ask for the definition and spelling of each word as you call
it out–or you could call out the definitions and have students tell you the words they need to look for on the
puzzle. 

JUGGLE LETTERS 
The vocabulary juggle letter game is intended to help students learn the spellings of the words. One sheet
has the definitions listed on it as an extra help for students who need it or to reinforce the definitions if you
choose to do so.

FLASH CARDS
We’ve included a set of vocabulary flash cards you can duplicate, cut, and fold for your students. Some
teachers make a few sets for general use by the class; others make a set for each student. Some teachers
duplicate them for each student and have the students cut & fold their own. You can cut out just the words and
put them in a hat, have each student pick out one word and write the definition and a sentence for that word.
Students then swap words and papers, with the next student adding a sentence of his own under the last one.
You can have students swap as many times as you like. Each time the student will read the sentences written
prior to his own and then add a sentence. You can cut out the words and definitions separately and play “I
Have; Who Has?” Each student in the room draws a word and definition. The first student says, “I have (the
name of the word). Who has the definition?” The student with the definition reads it then says, “I have (the
name of the vocabulary word she has). Who has the definition?” The round continues until all words and
definitions have been given.
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Tangerine Fill In The Blanks 1

 1. Tangerine's teams are known as the ___ Eagles.

 2. Erik's sidekick

 3. Paul's mom wants practice moved to this time of day.

 4. State where Paul and his family move to at the start of
the novel

 5. Coach who participated in the Olympics for track and
field

 6. Shows Paul around school on the first day

 7. Arthur uses it to hit Luis.

 8. Paul rats out the Tangerine soccer players for
vandalizing an exhibit at the ___.

 9. Cause of Luis's death

10. Cause the coy in the pond to disappear

11. Being on the ___ at Lake Windsor means you get to
play the away games.

12. Girl who likes Paul

13. Joey tries to take these off of his brother.

14. Kills Mike Castello

15. Paul helps the Cruz family care for their tangerines
during the ___.

16. How Paul says he would feel if his brother died

17. Former home of the Fisher family

18. Theresa, Tino, and ___ all work with Paul on a school
project.

19. Side effect of soaking the fields in water to get rid of
the fires

20. Paul's nickname at Lake Windsor



Tangerine Matching 1

___ 1. MARS  A. Paul and his mom are shocked to see THEY play on
the soccer team.

___ 2. GRANDPARENTS  B. Does severe damage to Lake Windsor Middle
School

___ 3. HEROES  C. Antoine's little sister who plays on Paul's soccer
team

___ 4. FLASHBACKS  D. Coach who participated in the Olympics for track
and field

___ 5. HENRY  E. Cause the coy in the pond to disappear

___ 6. GOALIE  F. Cause of Luis's death

___ 7. MOSQUITOS  G. Paul rats out the Tangerine soccer players for
vandalizing an exhibit at the ___.

___ 8. JOEY  H. Luis hurts his leg permanently from falling out of
one.

___ 9. SINKHOLE  I. Starts a fight with Joey over a comment he made
about Luis

___10. BLACKJACK  J. Paul's are not interested in Erik's football
achievements and plans.

___11. CARNIVAL  K. Arthur uses it to hit Luis.

___12. OSPREYS  L. Position on the soccer team Paul has always played
in the past

___13. TREE  M. Girl who likes Paul

___14. FLORIDA  N. Paul occasionally has these, about the past.

___15. TINO  O. State where Paul and his family move to at the start
of the novel

___16. ANEURYSM  P. Paul's nickname at Lake Windsor

___17. KERRI  Q. Transfers to Tangerine Middle School and hates it

___18. PUNCH  R. Side effect of soaking the fields in water to get rid of
the fires

___19. SHANDRA  S. Paul and Joey act as ___ during the sinkhole
disaster.

___20. BRIGHT  T. Someone smears this in Paul's face, causing him to
start a fight.

___21. MUD  U. This type of fire is continuously burning behind
Paul's house.

___22. FISHER  V. Paul's nickname at Tangerine

___23. GIRLS  W. Theresa, Tino, and ___ all work with Paul on a
school project.

___24. MUCK  X. Paul wears these on his eyes while playing soccer.

___25. GOGGLES  Y. Paul thinks his dad saw Erik ___ Tino, but he did
nothing.



Tangerine Magic Squares 1

Match the definition with the vocabulary word.  Put your answers in the magic squares
below.  When your answers are correct, all columns and rows will add to the same
number.

A. FISHER G. GRANDPARENTS M. TERMITES
B. THERESA H. GOALIE N. NULLIFIES
C. HEROES I. IEP O. BLACKJACK
D. TINO J. BUS P. MORNING
E. OSPREYS K. MUD
F. SCHOLARSHIP L. FOOTBALL

  1. Paul's nickname at Tangerine
  2. The county ___ all LW victories in

which Antoine played.
  3. Being on the ___ at Lake Windsor

means you get to play the away
games.

  4. Cause the coy in the pond to
disappear

  5. Paul's are not interested in Erik's
football achievements and plans.

  6. The Erik Fisher ___ Dream
  7. Paul's mom wants practice moved

to this time of day.
  8. Paul and Joey act as ___ during

the sinkhole disaster.

  9. Arthur uses it to hit Luis.
10. Starts a fight with Joey over a

comment he made about Luis
11. Position on the soccer team Paul

has always played in the past
12. Someone smears this in Paul's

face, causing him to start a fight.
13. Prevents Paul from playing soccer

at LWD; later "disappears"
14. Paul finds a file on his dad's

computer about Erik's ___ offers.
15. Shows Paul around school on the

first day
16. The houses tented for ___ were

being robbed.being robbed.

A= B= C= D=

E= F= G= H=

I= J= K= L=

M= N= O= P=



Tangerine Word Search 1

F G B K M M O S Q U I T O S R S B
I T L E P U M O Q L R F V B E N S
S R A R U S D C G G Y B R O L X A
H Z C R N T F C Z B R W H E I S L
E T K I C K E E A C N S A K E A A
R E J T H G I R B Y E O J R V Z R
E C A F T W D J M N H Q E I E V E
L L C Z O N G N I I P H N M D L N
O I K V A O O O F E T R E O B W U
H P R H G T T F I O A E G R N U F
K S S G S N Q B R C K O S N O E S
N E L U A P O B A W A R D I M E Z
I E O V B N F S H L Q T X N A R S
S H Q M I W Z G I R L S C G R T W
R U H T R A D E A N E U R Y S M F

Antoine's little sister who plays on Paul's
  soccer team (7)
Arthur uses it to hit Luis. (9)
Being on the ___ at Lake Windsor means you
  get to play the away games. (3)
Cause of Luis's death (8)
Coach who participated in the Olympics for
  track and field (6)
Does severe damage to Lake Windsor Middle
  School (8)
Erik's sidekick (6)
Former home of the Fisher family (7)
Girl who likes Paul (5)
His older brother gets all the attention of his
  parents. (4)
How Paul says he would feel if his brother
  died (8)
Joey tries to take these off of his brother. (5)
Luis hurts his leg permanently from falling out
  of one. (4)
Paul and Joey act as ___ during the sinkhole
  disaster. (6)
Paul and his mom are shocked to see THEY
  play on the soccer team. (5)
Paul helps the Cruz family care for their
  tangerines during the ___. (6)
Paul is asked not to attend Luis's. (7)
Paul rats out the Tangerine soccer players for
  vandalizing an exhibit at the ___. (8)
Paul tells people he looked at an ___ for too
  long, causing damage to his eyes. (7)
Paul thinks his dad saw Erik ___ Tino, but he
  did nothing. (5)

Paul wears these on his eyes while playing
  soccer. (7)
Paul's mom wants practice moved to this time
  of day. (7)
Paul's nickname at Lake Windsor (4)
Paul's nickname at Tangerine (6)
Paul's sport (6)
Person who pulls the ball away from Erik as
  he goes to kick for a last minute play (7)
Position on the soccer team Paul has always
  played in the past (6)
Prevents Paul from playing soccer at LWD;
  later "disappears"  (3)
Shows Paul around school on the first day (7)
Side effect of soaking the fields in water to get
  rid of the fires (9)
Someone smears this in Paul's face, causing
  him to start a fight. (3)
Starts a fight with Joey over a comment he
  made about Luis (4)
Tangerine's teams are known as the ___
  Eagles. (3)
The Erik Fisher ___ Dream (8)
The houses tented for ___ were being robbed.
  (8)
Theresa, Tino, and ___ all work with Paul on a
  school project. (5)
Tino and Victor go to the ___ ceremony to get
  revenge on Erik. (5)
Tino calls Paul this, letting him know
  everything is good in their friendship. (7)
Transfers to Tangerine Middle School and
  hates it (4)



Tangerine Crossword 1

1 2 3 4 5

6

7 8 9 10

11 12

13 14 15

16 17 18

19

20

21

22

Across
  1. Paul tells people he looked at an ___ for

too long, causing damage to his eyes.
  4. Position on the soccer team Paul has

always played in the past
  7. Prevents Paul from playing soccer at

LWD; later "disappears"
  8. Transfers to Tangerine Middle School and

hates it
  9. Shows Paul around school on the first day
11. Paul's nickname at Lake Windsor
13. Cause the coy in the pond to disappear
16. Someone smears this in Paul's face,

causing him to start a fight.
17. Tangerine's teams are known as the ___

Eagles.
19. Luis hurts his leg permanently from falling

out of one.
20. Luis creates a tangerine called the Golden

___.
21. Girl who likes Paul
22. Paul wears these on his eyes while

playing soccer.

Down
  1. Paul gets ___ from school for his actions

at the award ceremony.
  2. Kills Mike Castello
  3. Paul's mom finds the stolen goods in the

___ unit.
  5. Erik's sidekick
  6. Paul and his mom are shocked to see

THEY play on the soccer team.
10. Joey tries to take these off of his brother.
12. Paul's sport
14. Paul thinks his dad saw Erik ___ Tino, but

he did nothing.
15. Antoine's little sister who plays on Paul's

soccer team
16. This type of fire is continuously burning

behind Paul's house.
18. Theresa, Tino, and ___ all work with Paul

on a school project.
19. Starts a fight with Joey over a comment he

made about Luis



Tangerine

MOSQUITOS KERRI SHANDRA GOALIE CARNIVAL

ARTHUR GOGGLES OSPREYS BRIGHT AWARD

BROTHER THERESA FREE SPACE JOEY RELIEVED

WAR PUNCH PAUL ECLIPSE LIGHTNING

HOUSTON FUNERAL SOCCER BUS GRANDPARENTS

Tangerine

ANTOINE MARS TREE MORNING FREEZE

ANEURYSM HEROES SHOES FLORIDA FOOTBALL

SINKHOLE EXPELLED FREE SPACE TERMITES GIRLS

MUCK MUD STORAGE TINO FLASHBACKS

NULLIFIES FISHER HENRY BLACKJACK DAWN




